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We are thrilled to announce the return of the Rocky Horror Picture Show to the Alliance for the Arts!
Last year over 300 people did the time warp with us -- this year, we're quadrupling down and expanding
the party. We have room for over 1,000 Transylvanians plus we'll have games, prizes, more food, more
drink options and more ways to be thrilled, chilled and fulfilled.
We hope you'll consider joining the party by becoming a sponsor. You'll get a ton of free press, social
media engagement, new fans, and the warm feeling of doing good in the community. We'll take care of
everything else including letting everyone know how awesome you are. It's a win-win-win-win.

ABOUT THE ALLIANCE FOR THE ARTS
The Alliance for the Arts is a vibrant nonprofit visual and performing arts center located in the heart of
Fort Myers. Since the 1970s, we’ve been transforming lives and improving community. Our year-round
schedule of events have become a staple for the community through engaging gallery exhibitions,
inspiring art classes from fine art life drawing to the art of beer-making and stimulating theatre
productions from the classics to the cutting edge. We are a creative community hub that spurs and
supports self-expression, imagination and individuality by connecting each other through the arts.
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Sponsorship Levels for
Unconventional Conventionalists
SWEET TRANSVESTITE - $1,000
Your logo large and in charge on screen and on site on the night of the show
Your company featured in all information distributed to the media promoting event (free press, yay!)
Your company featured in all promotional materials related to the event including event posters, flyers,
and social media (a combined reach of over 25,000 art lovers)
Announcement of your generosity on the night of the event
Recognition in the Alliance for the Arts newsletter (over 10,000 subscribers)
Complimentary one-year business membership to the Alliance for all of your employees ($500+ value)
2 VIP tables for a total of 20 guests includes surprise goodie basket ($600 value)
Our undying love

HOT PATOOTIE - $500
Your company's logo on signage during the night of the event and on event posters
Your company featured on three social media posts (a combined reach of over 25,000 art lovers)
Announcement of your generosity on the night of the event
Recognition in the Alliance for the Arts newsletter (over 10,000 subscribers)
1 VIP Table for 10 guests includes surprise goodie basket ($300 value)

TRANSYLVANIA TABLE SPONSOR - $300
BYour
R E Wcompany's
M A S T E Rlogo
- $on2table
,500
top signs during the event
Your company featured on one social media post (a combined reach of over 25,000 art lovers)
Announcement of your generosity on the night of the event
1 VIP Table for 10 guests includes surprise goodie basket ($250 value)
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